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People are freaking out about the coronavirus. Their
anxiety is off the charts. But we’ve been through
horrors before: World War II, 9/11, The Great Depression.
Individually, we need to figure out how to handle this
current, life-altering time so that, besides helping limit its
spread, we reduce our stress. Stress not only makes us feel
terrible but it also affects our emotional and physical health,
making us even more vulnerable to illness. The way I’m handling it is

by getting information from nonpoliticized sources, like the CDC or
our state’s Department of Health. My family and I are implementing
their advice, not reading blogs and articles quoting politicians who
offer differing messages, which can make our heads spin and add
to our confusion. But, although the coronavirus is extremely serious,
we have to remain hopeful. If we follow the proper guidelines and
make sacrifices, we’ll get through it with less devastation than if we

don’t. My family and I aren’t going out unnecessarily. We’re
washing our hands. We’re eating all meals at home. We’re
getting a lot of sleep and drinking a lot of water. We’re
talking about our anxiety. We have to live our lives as well
as we can without being reckless or selfish. There is nothing
more important at this time than staying healthy and doing
our best not to put others in jeopardy. So what if you can’t
go to Best Buy to pick up that stereo system or celebrate
your birthday at Red Lobster? The hardest thing for me,
and probably for most, is not seeing friends and extended
family. But I visit them by phone and through FaceTime.
Sure, it’s not the same, but that’s the responsible thing to
do. We can use our newly acquired free time to self-reflect,
rethink our priorities, create, pursue new hobbies, or revisit
old ones. Pick up the guitar that’s been sitting in the corner
gathering dust. Get out your knitting needles and make
someone a sweater. Take an online course. Sometimes a
lot of good comes out of tragedy. People reach out to
help others. Even with social distancing, we can still leave
food and other essentials on someone’s front steps or pick
up and drop off medication, especially for the elderly and
those with medical conditions, who are the
most vulnerable. Our faith in humanity can
be reaffirmed.
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